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Examples are known of decidable complete theories, with only recursive
complete types, that have undecidable countable models. However, all such
previous examples have been theories with 2”o countable models. This paper
presents such a theory that has only countably many countable models up to
isomorphism, and in fact for which the countable, saturated model is undecidable.
In [2] it was shown that if a theory has the property that no decidable model is
prime over a finite expansion, then the theory has 2”~ countable models. Thus the
present example also highlights another difftrence between the properties of
being prime versus saturated.
The desired theory will be the model completion of a decidable universal
theory. We will first motivate and present the universal theory. As always, a
difficult step is to verify that the universal theory has a decidable model comple-
tion. Since eliminating quantifiers is such drudgery, we relegate that verification to
the last section of the paper. What is left for the rest is a verification that the
model completion has the correct properties.
1.
The easiest way to code complexity into a theory is at the level of the
formulas - i.e. make the theory complex and therefore undecidable. If the theory
is to be decidable, then the next ‘easiest’ level to code at is sets of formulas. If the
coding is to be recoverable from the theory, the obvious candidates for sets of
formulas are complete types. But here again we want a theory that has only
recursive complete types. So the next available level in the suggested progression
would be sets of sets of formulas, and this is where we shall code. Specifically,
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we shall insure that the set of complete types of the theory is not recursively
enumerable. This will guarantee that the saturated model is not decidable.
A moment’s reflection will reveal that coding into the type structure of a theory
with only recursive types complicates keeping the number of countable models
under control. For instance, if this coding were done into the l-type space and no
additional structure were introduced, then there would be infinitely many inde-
pendent non-principal l-types, and thus 2”o countable models. Therefore we must
have a scheme for ‘binding’ the realizations of various types together.
2. Notations and conventions
Let {pi 1 i <CO}, {q 1 i <w} be standard enumerations of all partial recursive
functions p : 2 <wXw+2,  u:wx2-=w x w + 2, respectively. For 6, q E oco U cow,
define
[<q iff Vi <lb(t) [E(i)  = n(i)].
If n E 2’“, p, s <o then lh(nz,s)  elh(q) and Vi <lb(q)
rlZ,s(i)k1q(i) if i# P,s if i = p.
Other conventions are mostly standard and can usually be found in [2] or [3].
3.
We will now define recursive trees {Fi 1 i <co} used through the axioms of T’ to
make sure that the set of complete l-types is not recursively enumerable, and is
suitable for ‘binding’. It will also be useful to define:
(1) E,s c Fi, Us E,s = E,
(2) SpLk  c fi,, -the possible ‘splits’ of F&,
(3) Act: E SpLt  - the active split,
(4) Limk  E Fi,, - the current node to be extended,
(5) Ca C Fi,, X E+l,,  - ‘related’ pairs of nodes,
(6) AJ: E {Act:}  x o - bookmarkers.
Fix a recursive infinite-to-one onto g : o 4 o.
The construction
Stage 0. For all i <w define
E,,, A {( >, (O)),
SPG ANN,
Act; +% Limb A (0),
Cb 4 {(Lim& Lid+‘)}, and
Mb A (Act;, 0).
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Stage s+l. Let g(s)=n. For i<n
FiJtl A fi,, U {Limt^(O)},
Limi,,P Limf^(O),
Act:+* A Act;,
SpLl + 1 p SpLs,
Ct;: 4 Ck-’ U {( Limb;:, Ltiltl)}, and
Ws+rS Ms.
Suppose N: = (Act:, j). There are now three cases:
I. If F,,,(Acty”(O), j) t , then i2n is handled just as i <n was handled.
II. If p,,,(Act:*(O), j) = 1, then for i 2 n
%+I2 fi,, U {Limed},
Limi+lA LimF(O),
Act:+, 4 LimT+ 1, and
NY+ I A(Act,“+,, j+l).
For i>n
Act,:,, A Act:, and MS+, ANi.
For ian
SPG+,4% SpLk U {Limi +r},
CL;: 4 Ci-’ U((Lim6,1,, Limk+J}.
III. If j_+(Act,“^(O), j) = 0, then letting p A lh(Act:),
Act;+ 1 p (Limy)z,,^(O), NY,, e(Acty+i, j + 1).
For each i > n fix the least  c s such that
Nt = (Act:, k) and lh(Acti) > p.
Then if such a t exists
Act;,,A (Act:);,,, N:+i A (Act;+i, k).
Otherwise Act:,, a Act:, Ni+i A Ni. For i 2 n
and
Limi+i A (Lim:)E,,^(O),
F;+l p F6 U {q ( q < Limf:,},
SPG+12k SpLf U (SpLf)z,, U {Lim~+i},
cg,, A CIU{(nZ,s+i, Ez,,+t,) I (rl, 5)E Cl>U{(LimS+,, LirnlZllH,
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The useful properties which are a consequence of the construction are con-
tained in several lemmas.
Lemma 1. (1) SpLi,  Limi,  Fi,,, Cb, Act:,  and A$ are uniformly recursive in i, s.
(2) UKWSPL:, us<, C:? U K ” Fi.,, {Ni 1 s <a} are uniformly recursive in i.
(3) If rl E % and  s”K0 $ G,,+l, then V& [rl Z 5 --+ # fil.
(4) Vr) F*j [q^(j> E 41.
(5) Vn [Lim,,, (Limt 1,) exists].
(6) If f E ww and Vn cfl, = Lim,,, (Liml I,,)], then f is the unique element with
this property (call this f Li).
t7) vj [CLi Ii, Li+l lj)E Us<, Cd.
(8) vrl E F,+, 36 E F,, 3~ E F,,+* [(5, v> E U,,, Ci’ and (rl, CL) E Us,, C”+ll.
(9) Vrll, XEE, Vgl,  52~ F,+,  [if (qi,  &)E Us<, G’, for i = 1,2 and -51<52, hen
Vl -=c %I.
Proof. (1) is immediate from the construction and (2) follows from the construc-
tion and the (q):,, operation. Specifically, note that if q E Fi,,, then
q”(j)E U Fi,r iff ~“W~Fi,max(r,s+~)-T-C”
(3) and (4) are easy to check from the construction. (5) follows from (4) and the
fact that if Limi5t:Limk+1,  then
3p < lh(Lim6)  [Lir&p)  <Limltl(p)].
(6)-(9) are also easy to verify from the construction.
Lemma 2. Every Li is recursive.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. Assume that the lemma holds for i <n.
Note that we do not claim that {Li}i<_, is uniformly recursive - in fact this is the
whole point, it is not. Here is the non-uniform question we ask: Is {Act: 1 i Co}
finite? If the answer is “Yes”, then in what follows we can assume we know the
value of L, on {Act: 1 i <CO}.  Now assume inductively that L,,G) has been
computed for j < s. If L,,, 1, & U,,, SpL,“,  then it is easy to see from the construc-
tion that L,,(S) =O. If L, 1, E U,<, SpL; but L, r,${Act; 1 r CO}, then by the
definitions of the SpLj’s  in the construction, L,(s)  = I+_1(s);  so by the first
induction hypothesis we would be done. If I_.,,  1, E {Act: ( r < w}, then find and fix
the least r such that L, 1, = Act:. If {Act: 1 t <a} is finite, then we are done, as
noted above. Otherwise find the least t > r such that Act:#Act:.  Then, by the
construction and the assumption that Act: < L,,, it follows that Act: $ Act:, and SO
L,,(s) = Act;(s), again by the construction.
Lemma 3. If CL,, is total, then
Vm 3s [N: = (Act:, m) and Act:<&,].
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Proof. By induction on m. Assume it is true for all m < j. By the construction, if
NY = (Act,“, m) and Act: <I,,, then 3s’ Vt > s’ Vk [NY = (Act:, k) + k > m]. So fix
the least t such that
Vr Vs > t [NY = (Act:, r) + r 3 j].
Then for the least s > t satisfying g(s) = n, it follows from the construction that
NY = (Act:, j). Now, if Act,“#t:,, for that s, then
3p, < lh(Act,“)  3s, > s 3k G j [Nrl  = ((Act:):,,,, k)].
By choice of t, k = j. Proceeding inductively on i just as above, for as long as
x $ I,,, we can find s~+~  > si such that
Cl = ((AcQZ,,,+,, i>.
But by Lemma l(4) this can happen only finitely often, and so for some i,
NI = (Act:,  j) and Act: < &,, as desired.
Lemma 4. If p, is total, then
Vm 3s [p,(Act:“(O),  m) # 0 ifl Act:“(O) < I,,].
Proof. Fix m. By Lemma 3 fix t such that Nr = (Act:,m)  and Act:<&,.  Fix the
greatest s 2 t such that NY = w. Then since Act:  < I.,,, we have by the construc-
tion that g(s) = n. Since also Actr+1  #Act:, we then have by the construction that
j_+(Act~/‘(O),  m) J and so the lemma follows from II and III in the construction.
We are now in a position to axiomatize the universal theory T’. The language
contains a binary relation symbol <, a binary function symbol gLb,  unary function
symbols f,, for each n<o, and constant symbols c&) for each &“(i)E o<” such
that [EF,,, n<w.
The axioms will specify that < is to be interpreted as a tree ordering with
greatest lower bound operator gLb. The crs are used to code in the F,‘s, and an
f,, will connect realizations ‘above’ a limit branch in F,,,, with the corresponding
elements for the limit branch in F,. cy) is used to coIlect  trash. The axioms of T’
are the universal closures of, for n < o:
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
[(X<Y)A(Y<z)~(x<2)1Al(X<X),
[(x~y)A(2~y)~(x=z)v(x~z)v(z~x)],
(gLb(x,  Y > s x> A 6W-h  Y) s Y ),
(z G x) A (2 S y) --, (z S gLb(x,  y)),
(c?, <C~;l)A(C&~X),
l(C,“,,<C~;l)Al(C;;l<C~o)),
c;tc:, for 5$ rl E F,,
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VIII C;= C;-ci, for  5eF,,,  5"G>$F,,
I X gLb(c&,,  c&~,)  = c; for i # j,
X &b(c;,,, c;;‘) = c; ),
X I K(x) # c(” ,) + (c&T1 ~x)A(c;o,~fn(x)),
XII (x s c;+l) + (fn (x) < cg) for (n, 5) E C”,
XIII (ct+l <x) + (c; <f,,(x))  for (q, 5) E C”, and
XIV (x<Y)~Wx)#cOJ+K(x)<fn(Y)).
Notice that the axioms do not put a restriction on the number of elements that
can have a given element as their pair-wise greatest lower bound. This is inten-
tional, the final tree structure is to be infinitely branching. Also note that the
axioms insist that if m # n + 1, then
vx K(f,(x))  = c? ,I.
As advertised above, we will now simply assume that T’ has a complete,
decidable, consistent model completion T-the verification will be provided in
Section 4. Since T’ is universal it is well known that T must allow elimination of
quantifiers. Our first task is to investigate the complete types of T. For this it will
be useful to introduce the following
Definitions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
fk(x)kx  for  iGO; and inductively on i 2 0
fi+l(X)"f,_i(ft(X))e
A;(x) k{c; s x}.
B;(x) “{x SC;}.
I&(x) 4
A;(x) U B.&,(x) if E”(O) E F,,,
A;(x) otherwise.
S;(x) a A;(x) U {l(c;eti> SX),  1(x  ~c&) 1 Lj-(~)EF,,}.
L”(x)g U A;(x).
E%L,
R(x)A U A; , (x) .
VI<@
A basic type of T is the restriction of any l-type of T to the quantifier
free formulas of the language {<, gLb,  c; I& E F,, n <w}.
Lemma 5. Each basic type is uniquely determined by its containment of one of the
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following sets:
(l)  I&Cx),
(2) S;” A S;(x) U {[gLb( x, c&) = c;lkh k =O, 1, t?(r>EK
(3) L”(x),  or
(4) R(x).
Proof.  This is immediate by the axioms for T’.
Lemma 6. If a complete l-type r(x) of T contains the set in (l),  (3), or (4) from
Lemma 5, then it is uniquely determined by that containment.
Proof. Each argument depends first of all on the elimination of quantifiers for T.
The next step in each case is an appeal to Lemma 5 and ‘primarily’ to the axioms
in XI, XIII, and/or XIV.
The lemma would be false if (2) had been included. We now want to determine
the remaining flexibility given that S;(x) E r(x). Fix N, & such that S:(x) E I’(x).
For n tN define 5, as follows:
(1) &, ’ & i f f  S$“<fF-“(x))  C r(x),
(2) 5, Al iff L”(fN-“(x))  c I’(x), a n d
(3) 5, “1, iff I~,iCf~-n(x))  c r(x) for some i .
Call (&, -5, . . . , &) the tag of r(x).
Lemma 7. Suppose T(x) has a tag (to, . . . , t&). Then
(i) T(x) is uniquely determined by its tag.
(ii) If 6 = 1 or & = I, for some i <N,  then r(x) is uniquely determined by
(5i3  &+I,  .  .  .  ,  &>-
(iii) If & E a<“, then 3p E Fi [(p, &+I)  E C’ and p <&I-
Proof. The verifications are all straightforward and left to the reader.
Lemma 8. The closure of any finite subset of a model of T’ under the functions is
finite.
Proof. Fix d b T’ and ci E Is4 lCo. The proof is by induction on the largest n such
that there is a b erg ii satisfying
First suppose there is no such n or n = 0. Therefore, since ii is finite, the axioms
for gLb make the same thing true of the closure ii’ of li U {CT 3 under gLb. Note
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that, again by the axioms for gLb, ii’ is finite. But, now by the axioms in XI, III
Vn Vb E zi’ Lf, (b) = c(” J, and so we are done. Suppose the lemma has been proved
for n <N, N20,  and assume ii = (a,, . . . , u,,,)E j.~&j’~ satisfies:
(1) &kA$;‘(%) i f f  l<i<.s,
(2) Vr[r>N+l-,se~lAio,(ai)],  lsism.
Let 6 be the closure of (al, . . . , a,) under gLb.  As before this implies that
Vb E 6 [.& kA;;‘(b)].
Therefore, by an axiom in XI,
Vb E b [d ~A~,Lfdb>ll.
As already observed
Vr# N Vb E 6 [.~4 bf,(b) = cy ,I.
Now it follows that the closure of (al,. . . , LX,,,) is contained in the union of-
{b, cy;‘} and the closure of {a,+r, . . . , a.,,,, CT,} UCfJb) 1 b erg 6}. But then by the
induction hypothesis we are done, since this latter closure is thus finite.
For any ,s4 != T’ and ii E ]&(‘W, let ii” denote its closure, in some fixed order.
Similarly, if Z is a complete n-type of T, then let Z* be the type realized by si* in
.&, where ti realizes Z.
Lemma 9. For every complete type Z of T, Z* is uniquely determined by its l-type
projections and its containment of a finite set of formulas.
Proof. First note that, by Lemma 8 and the definition of Z*(x,, . . . , xN), if T is a
term involving only variables from {x,, . . . , xN} and no constant symbols, then
(7=q)EZ*  for some i .
Therefore, by elimination of quantifiers and the signature and axioms for T’, 2”
is uniquely determined by its l-type projections and a maximal subset from
{(xi  <Xi)‘,  (xi = r)k I 1 <i,jsN;k,r=O,l; 7 aterminvolving
only variables from {x1, . . . , xN}, no constant symbols}.
Again, since closures of finite subsets of models of T’ are finite, there is a finite
subset of the above maximal set that uniquely determines the maximal set,
relative to T. Such a finite set is what the lemma calls for.
Lemma 10. Every complete type of T is recursive.
Proof. By the previous lemmas and decidability of T, it suffices to show that each
basic type T(x) is recursive. If S>k(x)  or T$(x)c  T(x),  then T(x) is in fact
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principal and so we are done, since T is decidable. If R(x) c r(x), then r(x) is
recursive since {c(“, 1 n <co} is recursive. Finally, if L”(x) c r(x), then the result
follows from the definition of L”(x)  and by Lemma 2.
Lemma 11. (i) If.& CT realizes the l-type L”(x), then it realizes L”(x) for m s n.
(ii) For all i, j <o  if d realizes L’(x), L’(x) and there is a least element realizing
L’(x), then there is a least element realizing L’(x).
Proof. (i) follows from the axioms in XIII and Lemma l(7). For (ii) it is enough to
consider j = i f 1. Suppose first that b1 E (&I is the least realization of L’(x) in SQ.
Fix b2E (&I realizing L’++‘(x) in .A; by the axioms in XIII and Lemma l(7) again,
fi(b2)  realizes L’(x) in .& and thus
Suppose d k b, < fi(b2);  the case of equality is easier and is a consequence of an
argument in what follows.
Let [?$I=  (b,, bJ*, ‘$3 cd. Then it is easy to see that 3% I> 93, %Z l=T’ such that
3c E 1% ( satisfying
%!=(c<b,)r\Cfi(c)=b,).
Since T is the model completion of T’ and is substructure complete, there is a
b E 1~4 \ satisfying
.dk(b<b,)r\(fi(b)=  b,).
Now we show that b is the least realization of L’+‘(x) in SQ.  First by the axioms in
I, II, XII and XIII and the fact that d k b < b2, it follows that b realizes L’+‘(x) in
Se.  Suppose it were not the least such realization. Then there is a b’ E (sZ( realizing
ri”(x)  in AC& d k b’< b. But, then by the axioms in XIII
Since fi(b)  is bI, fi(b’)  cannot realize T’(x), by the choice of bl. But this
contradicts the axioms in XIII, since b’ realizes P+l(x), and so the lemma is
proved. The case j = i - 1 is similar.
Thus we have several possibilities for a model .& of T:
I (1) Lo(x) is omitted.
I (2) Lo(x) has a least realization and some LN(x) is omitted.
I (3) I.‘(x)  has a least realization and every LN(x) is realized.
I (4) Lo(x) has a realization, but no least, and some LN(x) is omitted.
I (5) I-.‘(x) has no least realization and every IN(x)  is realized.
Also,
II (1) R(x) is omitted.
II (2) R(x) has a least realization.
II (3) Otherwise.
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Lemma 12. If OQ, $33  I= T are countable and satisfy the same pair from I, II, then
.Fl=93.
Proof. We construct the isomorphism @: d z 93. There are fifteen possibilities.
Since the arguments are all similar we do only one, say where both .& and 9
satisfy I(4) and II(2). Fix enumerations {hi 1 i <w}, {bi 1 i Co}  of 1.~41,  193  1 respec-
tively so that a,, b,, are the least realizations of R(x)  in .$ $33 respectively. Note
that ( ao)* = (ao) and (bO)* = (b,). Define
@(aJ 4 bO, (aJo A (a,>, and (b,) 4 (G.
Assume inductively that Q, has been defined on rg Zizn  such that:
(i) QG,) = &,,
(ii) a;, = c&,
(iii) (q ) i < n} c rg tiZn,
(iv) { bi I i < n} c rg &,, and
(v) 6% G,)=(% b;,).
Next,
a2n+l A(do, d,, . . . , did k (~z,“h,>)*,
where we index so that
(i) &, = (6 d,+r, . . . , &>.
(ii) For 1~ i <j ss, if di realizes A,“,(x) in ~2, then dj realizes A;“;(x) in d for
some m’>m;
(iii) For l<i<j<s,  if &l=(dj<d,),  then 3n[sQk(dj<c;,<~)].
We now work inductively on i <s to find li E (53 ( such that
(3, lo, * . * 2 4, @(~2nN=b4 do, . . . 94, fiz,).
First
lie@(d)  for  s6i<M.
So for i = 0 we already have
(a, I,, . * . , I,>-(4 d,, . . . , dM).
Assume we have succeeded for i <p, where p <s. If d, interprets a constant
symbol, then we can obviously extend and preserve the induction hypothesis. So
assume otherwise. Note that by our constraints on the indices
GznWo, . . . ,4>>* = G,Wo, . . . ,4>.
Therefore, by Lemma 11 the type realized by C2,,“(d,,  . . . , 4) is uniquely
determined by its l-type projections and its containment of a finite set of
formulas. Let cp(z2,,  d,, . . . ,c$) be the conjunction of those formulas. First let us
consider the possibility that d, is not the least (among rg(ii,,,“(d,,  . . . ,4)))
realization of some L”(x). Then by the axiom for T’ and the choice of indexing
for the 4’s it follows that the l-type of d, is completely determined by the basic
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l-type projections of ii2n”(d0,  . . . , 4-l> and some formula I,!J(&,,  do, . . . , c&-l, x).
Since
and
.QZ 1=3x [rlr&,, 4,. . . ,4-l, x1 A~P(&,, 4, . . . ,4--l, ~11
it follows that
5% !=3x r~(@(ii*J,  &I,.  . . , &I, X)Ad@(GJ,  L3,. . . , lp-1, XII.
Then by taking 1, to be such an ‘x’, we succeed by Lemma 9. So now assume that
d, is the least (among rg(a2,,“(do,  . . . ,4,))) realization of say L”(x). By the
indexing this means only elements in rg tiZn from iiznA(dO,  . . . , a&,) can realize
the type L”(x). Also, if there is such a realization, then because 2iz, = &,, there is
a least such. Let ai be the least such if it exists. Now, by our assumptions about 4
P$ there is an element b E 131 which realizes L”(x) and is less than @(ai) if that q
exists. The only problem is that perhaps
If so, it is easy to see by the axioms of T’, our indexing, and what cp ‘says’ (see
Lemma 11) that there is an lj realizing L”-‘(x)  such that
~~cf,(&)=dj), Q bcf,(b)  # lj)*
In that case let b’ = gLbCf,(b),  lj).  Then by the arguments in Lemma 13
(1) 3b”s J93RJ [b” realizes L”(x)] and 8 l=[b”  6 b of, = b’]; and for such a b”,
(2) 3b”‘E )%?I [%I k (b”s b”‘),fU(b”‘)  = li A b”‘<@(q)].
We then take I, to be b”‘. This completes the induction on i.
After this is completed we reverse the roles of s4 and 6% and next ‘incorporate’
b, into the range of @. This completes the induction on n, and the lemma.
Corollary. T has only countably many countable models.
Lemma 13. If d k T and is decidable, then SQ omits a type of T.
Proof. Let Se != T be decidable. Fix an indexing (4 1 i c w} of Is41 for which the
satisfaction predicate of (a, a,)i<o is recursive. Then we can fix an ~1 such that
Vi,rn<oV5EoCTO[~~(c:(um)  iff a,(i,&m)=O].
For that n fix a recursive g such that
vi, m <w V!Z E UC0  CPg(i)(&  ml = u,(i,  5, m)l.
Finally fix p such that pgCP) = pp. Then
Vm<oV<Ew<W[041=(~~C~)  iff pp(&m)=O].
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By Lemma 4, since pI, is total,
Vm 3s [j+,(ActfA(0),  m) # 0, iff Actf^(O)<L,].
Together with the axioms of T’ these imply that
Vm 35 [C;Z&  and &!=l(c,P<u,,,)].
Therefore the type Lp(x) is omitted from Se.
Thus every decidable model of T omits some type of T,
Corollary. The countable saturated model of T is undecidable.
4.
In this section we prove
Lemma 14. T’ has a decidable, complete, model completion T.
The proof relies on the following fact from [2].
Fact. Let r’ be a universal consistent theory and {I,/J~(X) ) i -=c w}, (~~(3,  Y) ) i Co} be
effective enumerations of all quantifier free formulas of L(T’) in the variables
{-%Ii<oI,  {X,,YiIi<W) respectively. Then T’ has a complete decidable model
completion T iff 3 recursive f such that:
(i) Vi [(T’~l~i(X  V))+f(i)=Ol,
(ii) Vi [T’ k cPi(% 8) -+ d+(i,(f)I,
(iii) Vi, j [if rg jj nrg f = fl and T’Fl(~i(&  y)~q~(f,  i)),
then T’Fl(~~(Z, f)r\ &ci,(X))]*
So fix enumerations {I&(%) 1 i <w}, {cpi(Z,  7) ( i CO}  of L(T’)  as in the lemma,
where +,, = 1(x0 = x0). To prove our lemma we must define the corresponding f
and prove that it has the desired properties.
Fix i <w. Fix the Least N> 0 such that the non-logical symbols in cpi (X, 8) are
included in
Sym,a  gLb,<,fi,ci,
( I
Ih(n)-1
c q(k),j<N  .
k=O 1
Let {Gj(Z, 7) ] j c p} be an indexing of all those maximal subsets G of
((7 < Y)~, (r = -y)’ ) k, 1 = 0,l; symbols in T, y from Sym,  U rg Z Urg Y},
consistent with T’U{cp,(Z,  y)}. By Lemma 8 we can take G;(f,  7) c Gj(R, v), G;
finite, such that T’ U Gi uniquely determines Gj.  For each j < p, let Hj((n)  c
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Gf(Z, jr)  be those formulas whose variables are included among rg X. Finally,
define f(i) least such that
as long as p > 0, and F(i) 4 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that the determination of
p is effective and therefore f is recursive. It is also straightforward to see that f
satisfies (i) and (ii) from the Fact. Therefore we are left with verifying (iii). Fix i, i
- -such that rg 7 n rg Z = fl and not T’ t-i(&,(i?) A cpi(x, 2)). We shall prove that not
- -T’tl(cp,(Z,  y)r\cpj(x,  2)). Since T’U{$fci>(X),  cpi(ff,  2)) is consistent, fix % satisfying
~~T’r\cpj(B,  c)r\~~ci,(a).
Our eventual goal will be to find $33  k T’, such that %’ E 9 b ‘pi (ii, 6). This will be
accomplished in three parts. First we will introduce some useful definitions:
ThAthe  theory T’ restricted to {gLb,  <, cf-‘,  ~7) 1 g E FN_-1; M<w},
T.&A  the theory T’ restricted to {gLb,  C, cf, c& fi 1 q E Fi ; i CN; M < 0).
I f  dkT’,  ii~).d)<~, then Se[Ei  ; N] c & is the submodel  whose universe is the
closure under gLb of
{cK”,, c:-‘, aIa~rgiir\VR#N-l[d~i(cPo,~a>];M<o}.
Similarly
&ii; <,]P u &ii; ?z].
?l<Ul
Next
s$4 %[ii; Co],
and assume without loss that % = %[ii U C; (01.  Fix the N from the definition of f,
and also fix the k such that
The first part in producing the desired 93 is to define a 91 k TcN  A ‘pi(ii,  I?),
&ii;  <N]s 93r. But G,(a,  6) gives US an easy prescription for doing just that. Let
D be a maximal subset from
{7(d) ) T a term in L(T&);  rg dcrg ti Urg b),
such that if 7, T’ ED, rf T’, then
T&uGk(ii,  6)k(~#+).
Next
D’AD-{y(d) 1 -y~L(T&);rgdcrg~?}.
Finally
\a,\ p (.&ii; <N]l U D’.
For the diagram of 91R, we consult Gk(ii, 6) under TkN. The only questions this
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leaves unresolved are ones of the form (c~<T),  (-r-Cc:),  where Gk(C, 6) U T!&
(r < -y) and ~4 1 (ch < r), i <N, or q = ( ). It is easy to see that these problems can
all be settled consistently, we just pick one such resolution and this gives us 93,.
Next we want to define %I2 such that: SR1 = S?Jti”6;  <N];  SA2  != T’ A qi(ii, 6); and
s4 E Pi&. By an obvious induction it is enough to prove
Lemma 15. Suppose r+i E IAX ICw,  FI = (m. - + .), and
3m’EIAl- [“44 =Al[rn’; <N+ l]],
VmErgfi  [.Akc&Sq~m],
.M[fi; O]UTbU{cp(fi;  5)) is consistent,
where cp(X;  7) E L(T$ is quantifier free; and
cp(~; y)t(x,,~y) for each y Erg 7.
Then 3Xk T&+i  satisfying
proof. By an induction we can assume y = (y), and by ‘expanding’ cp if necessary
and by yet another induction, we can assume
Vx E rg P 3x’ E rg 2 [q(%, y) 1 (gLb(x, y) = x’) v (gLb(x, y) = y)].
Now the proof is by induction on N. The proof for N = 0 is easy. So assume the
claim is true for i <N. First it is easy to produce a X’ != Th such that X’ =
X’[fi”(n);  N], &[@I;  N]cX’, and X’!=cp(fi,  n). Next we define a set E o f
formulas. Let d be all the elements of JU satisfying
and indexed so that Vd E d [.A4  b(d,S d)], where d = (d,, . . .>.
Now, for d erg d, d not interpreting a constant symbol, we define
(d = z) E E iff 3m Erg 61 [A k(d = fJm)> and X’t=(m  = n)],
(d<z)EE  iff 3mErgfi[AlU(d~fN(m))  and x’k(m<n>],
(z<d)EE  iff 3mErgfi[.A/U(f~(m)~d)  and x’b(n<m)].
Let (~‘(2; z) be the conjunction of formulas in E. Next we apply the induction
hypothesis on N to A[d; <N], q’(d; z) to obtain a JV”I=T~~,  A[d; <N]cX”,
X”l=3y cp’(d,  y). Fix d E JJV”(  satisfying
X”I=cp’(& d).
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We can assume X” = X”[d”(d); <N]. Finally,
IX\ 4 lX”\  U rg ti U {n}.
A,&4wwyn):iv+~lUA~UA~ U{d =f&)I.
It is not hard to verify that this X satisfies Lemma 15.
So now we can assume we have 5321=T’~cpi(ii,  6), .5&= 9.8~[C”b;  CO], .&c 32.
the last step is to define 93 l= T’, C!&  % E 93. It almost works simply to take $32  to be
sR2 U %, closing under transitivity.
The problem is gLb and also that elements from 53, ‘G may be less than the
same element in Se but not related. So first
I~l~l~2luI’Gl~ a n d  A_,AAB  UA%.
Let {(bi, ci) 1 i <ibf} be an enumeration of (1~33~1  -]&I)  x (]%I  - ]&I) satisfying:
(i) If S,~(bi  Cbi), then i <j.
(ii) If bi = bi and % l=(ci <ci),  then i <j.
(iii) If 533,1=(c;0j <bi)r\(cS,,~bi)  and r<s, then i<j.
(iv) If not (i) or (iii) and V b(&,, sci) A (c&,<ci> and r < s, then i <j.
Next assume inductively that Ai has been defined for i < r. We require A,_r cti A,.
In addition there are several possibilities.
(I) 3d E \93s(  [(b,(d),  (d <c,)~d,_J. Then
(b, cc,), (gLb(b,,  c,) = b,)  Edf  4.
(II) 3d E 133( [(c, cd), (d < b,) E A,_,]. Then
(c, < b,), (gLb(&  c,) = c,) Edf 4.
(III) Neither of the above and 3d E )B[ [(b, cd), (c, <d) E A,_,]. There are now
three cases:
( i )  3d,eE\~l3pIf,(b,)#c~,),(f,(b,)=d),(d=e),(e=f,(c,)E)EA,-,l.
In this case (c, = b,) Edf A,.
(ii) 3d, e E 1313~ [(c? 1 #f,(b)), C_&(G) = 4, Cd <e), VP@,) = e) E &,I.
Then (c, < b,) Edf A,.
(iii) Otherwise. Then (b, Cc,) edf A,.
(IV) Otherwise. By choice of 93?, % and our indexing
3d~l~~Vd’~I~l[d’<b,),(d’<c,)~A,_,-,(d’~d)~A,_,].
For that greatest d,
(gLb(br, cr> = d) l ti 4.
This finishes the induction. Now let A3 be the ‘closure’ of A,_l under the
symmetry of gLb and substitution under equality.
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Lemma 16. BkTT'.
Proof. It is very easy to check that the axioms in II-XIII hold in 93. Since .%*,
% C T’, any failure of axiom I in 93 on a three element subset of \C&( or I%(  must
come because of an identification (I+ = c,) at some stage in the construction.
Therefore it is enough to show that the axiom in I cannot fail on ‘mixed’
three-element sets from 193R2(  U I%‘\. So suppose from some bl, bZE )%I~(, c E I%‘1
931=(bl<b2)~(bZ<c).
All other cases are argued similarly, we leave those to the reader. Now if b2E lal,
then (b,(c) E A3  by (I) of the construction. Therefore assume that b2& l&j. We
prove (b, < c) E A, by induction on r, where (b2, c) = (b,, c,). So assume that it
holds for i <I+. Since b26 (.&(, (b,(c)  got into Age  by either (I) or (III) of the
construction. Suppose first that it was (I). Then
3dEl~l[~~(d<c)/t(b,<d)].
If d E 1.~41,  we are done as above, since then (b, < d) E Asg also. By the ordering of
the (bi, ci)‘s, it cannot happen that d E Ic%~I- I&(. So it remains to check d E
I%1 - I.&l.  By the induction hypothesis
CB!=(b,<d).
So if (b,, d) = (bi, c,), then i <r. Thus (b, Cc) is put into Ass because of (I) in the
construction.
Suppose next that ( b2 < c) is in Aa because of (III) of the construction. Then
3dEI~R([~S(c<d)/\(b,<d)].
Again, by the ordering on the (bi, ci))s, this could not happen unless d E I&(.  Thus
BQ2  l=(b,  < d) and so (b, < c) E A0  by (III)(iii) unless:
(a) 3dE(~l[~~(c<d)r\(d<b,)].
However, then (c < b2)  E A3  by (II), since we have eliminated the case (c C bJ E
4% by (I), contradiction; or
(b) 3p 3d, e E (331 [t&(b)  # c? J, (f,(b) = d), (d = e), (e = f,(c))  E &,I.
But then by the ordering on the (bi, ci)‘s  and the induction hypothesis, it is easy
to see that then (c < b2)  E A3 by (III(ii), contradiction; or
(c) 3p 3d, e E JBI L&,(b)  # c? J, (f,(b)  = d), (e cd), (e = f,(c)) E A,-11.
This is argued just as in (b).
The last step is to check the axioms in XIV. Suppose
3p3b~I~),l3c~I~l[~~(b<c>~(f,(b)#c~,>l.
Again we will assume b E )%&.I  - I&/, c~l%l-JSel  and prove that $%kCf,(b)<f,,(c))
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by induction on the i such that (b, c) = (bi, ci). Suppose (b < c) E 4% because of (I)
in the construction. Then
3dEI~l[~R(b<d)r\(d<c)].
As before we see there must be such a d E (%I. Therefore by the induction
hypothesis,
3 H&(b)<f,(d)).
Also, since Ce l=T’, %’ l=(f,(d)<f,(c)). Therefore 3 k&,(b)<&,(c))  by (I) of the
construction. So suppose that (b CC) E A@ by (III)(iii) in the construction. Then
~dEJ~R([(b<d),(c<d)EA~].
Again by the ordering there must have been such a d E 1~41. Therefore
~&Cfp(b)<fp(d)), +Z k(f,k><fp(d)).
Therefore by the construction either
cf,(~)<f,(c>>~& or (f,(c) <f,(b))  E Aa.
But if UP(c) <f,(b)) E Aa, then, since we are past (I) of the construction with
respect to (b, c), it follows (c <~)EA~ via (III)(ii), contradiction.
This ends the proof of Lemma 16, which in turn completes the proof of Lemma
14.
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